
 
Welcome to the Great Valley Middle School Field Hockey Team 

 
We will have our first practice on Wednesday, August 31st.  The 

following requirements need to be complete before you are able to practice: the 

athlete must have a physical completed by a physician no earlier than June 1st, 

the appropriate forms signed by the parent and athlete along with form 6 signed 

by the physician and submitted electronically through ReLeaf. The electronic 

submission of the forms will automatically create emergency forms. An activity 

fee of $95 in the form of a check made out to GVMS will be collected AFTER 

tryouts. We will not have any information on tryouts until we see the number of 

players that sign up. If tryouts are necessary due to numbers, then they will take 

place within the first two weeks of the season.  

Once we begin practice, we will practice each day from 2:40-4:50. The 

team will meet in the hallway outside the gym by the library and go out to the 

field together.  We practice over at the high school behind the baseball field. 

All players should have a stick, shin guards, sneakers, cleats, and goggles 

which must be permanently labeled with ASTMF2713. Along with a mouth 

guard which we will give them, unless they need an orthodontic mouthguard. 

All players should also have their own water bottle with their name on it.  

There will be no sharing of water bottles. Players should be prepared for all 

weather conditions.  

All players are expected to be at all practices and games unless a note 

from a parent is submitted ahead of time to one of the coaches.  We understand 

there may be a situation when the player needs to leave early.  A note needs to 

be handed in ahead of time to one of the coaches and the player would need to 

take whatever they are taking home to the field and be picked up directly from 

there.  

If a player has an unexcused practice, she will not be able to participate 

in the next game.  An example of an unexcused absence would be unable to 

come because of a detention or skipping practice. As stated earlier, practice will 

end at 4:50; players must be picked up by 5:00 pm.  If you carpool, try to 

carpool with another team member.   

 

 We are looking forward to a great hardworking season.  

Coach Kratzer  Coach Search 

 

________________________  _____________________ 

 Athlete’s signature     Parent’s signature 


